
 

 

 

 

 

  

SAMPLE 

 

GRANT APPLICATION FORM 

2015-2016  
 

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS: April 1, 2015 

NOTIFICATION OF AWARDS: June 1, 2015 
 

Prior to the deadline, forward eight (4) copies 

of your completed application packet to ….. 
MAIL APPLICATIONS TO: ……… 

 

 
        Please write clearly & legibly. 

 

Project Title: SPRK After-School Educational Program  

 

Amount of funding requested: $2,500 

 

Applicant name(s) and association with school(s): Bates Elementary School 

 

School(s)/groups targeted for grant: Bates students from 3 to 6 Grade 

 

Approx. # of students impacted: 10-12 per session 

 

Project Leader(s)/Contact Person: Teachers Name 

 

Mailing Address: ______________________________________ 

 

E-Mail Address:  ______________________________________ 

 

Daytime Fax: _________________________________________ 

 

Daytime Phone:   ______________________________________   

 

 

 
I accept responsibility for the accuracy of the information on this application. I understand that should my application be 

funded, I am obligated to provide  a written evaluation which includes receipts. I understand that all materials purchased 

with these grant funds become the property of your school district. 

 

Applicant’s Signature ______________________________________________ Date _____________________ 
 

 

 

 

Director of Technology Services Attestation (if requesting funds for technology equipment): I have reviewed this grant  

application and agree that the proposal can be carried out with available technology and the technology requested by this 

grant. 

 

Signature _________________________________________________________ Date ____________________ 

 

 

 



 

 

 

SPHERO/SPRK AFTER-SCHOOL PROGRAM  

GRANT APPLICATION FORM 

 
 

Brief summary of your project idea and how grant funding can bring your project to fruition. 

 

Bates Elementary is a public K-6 school dedicated to providing a comprehensive and quality education for 

the 600 students that we serve. The physical plant has several specialized features of which we are proud 

of, including a computer room, science lab and a library/media center. The Brimfield Advisory Council 

and the Brimfield School Committee support this proposal request. 

 

This project is entitled the Sphero SPRK (school~parent~robot~kids) After-School Enrichment Program.  

The mission is for students to increase their knowledge in science, technology, engineering and math 

through the SPRK after-school educational program using hands-on, engaging activities while becoming 

skilled using the robot ball called “sphero”. Sphero is the world's first app-controlled robotic ball and a 

sophisticated companion for a iPad, iPod, Smartphone or tablet. Play is a powerful tool and by fusing 

technology with robotics, it will be inspiring tomorrow's inventors and innovators. Programming isn't easy, 

but you don't need to be a rocket scientist to give children a strong foundation. The SPRK program is a 

powerful teacher. The SPRK lessons give students a fun crash course in programming while sharpening 

their skills in math, computer science and engineering.  

 

The purpose of this proposal is to expand the present Brimfield Elementary fall and spring after-school 

program sessions to increase science, technology, engineering and math initiatives. This program meets 

three district improvement plan goals: 1.-To increase students' mathematical skills, 2.-To foster skills that 

enable all students to locate, evaluate, synthesize, apply, and present information effectively and 5.-To 

promote educational excellence through ongoing review of curriculum and enhancement of instruction. 

Our district goal to foster respect and good citizenship as well as promote collaboration and 

communication among educators is an expected outcome of this project.  

 

A 6 week SPRK after-school educational program (Attachment A) will be offered in the fall of 2015 and in 

the spring of 2016. Each session is 6 weeks long at 3X week for one hour. This gives the students the 

opportunity to spend 16 hours of lessons/lab time with Sphero .2. The lessons are designed primarily for 

third to sixth graders. These lessons start with an introduction and then list the Common Core Standards 

that are relevant to each lesson. (Attachment B) They contain a teacher guide, a worksheet for the students 

to fill out, and a student guide. An evening informational meeting will be planned before each after-school 

program session by the teachers to educate and engage parents, community members and stakeholders of 

this exciting initiative. They will have the opportunity to learn about Sphero .2 and the SPRK educational 

program and see first-hand what Sphero .2 can do.  

 

This proposal is requesting funding for the purchase of (12) Sphero .2 robotic balls and (12) accompanying 

tablets. Sphero .2 is a robot ball with several features that can be controlled through mobile applications, 

including computer programs that the students build. Sphero .2.2 rolls at speeds of up to 4.5 mph and pairs 

to the student’s device via Bluetooth with a range of up to 100 feet. Powered by induction charging, 

Sphero .2.2 is pet proof, waterproof, and ready for any adventure. There are 4 education related apps 

available to control Sphero .2. Each of these is available for free from app stores such as iTunes and 

Google Play. 

 Sphero .2. This is the main Sphero .2 app used for firmware updates and general driving. 

 Draw and Drive. Allows you to draw a shape with multiple colors and have Sphero .2 roll in that 

shape and color. 

 MacroLab. Creates simple programs (“macros”) that are a series of instructions for the Sphero .2 

through an easy-to-use graphical user interface. 

 OrbBasic. Creates more complex programs using a text-based programming language. 

* The CORE & STEM lessons in the SPRK program use MacroLab and OrbBasic. 

 



 

 

 

The SPRK CORE & STEM curriculum aligns with the Department of Education framework/standards 

identified below: 

 Math Standards: operations and algebraic thinking, measurement and data, geometry, number and 

operations, expressions and equations & statistics and probability 

 Physical Science Standard: motion of objects: speed, time, and distance 

 Technology/Engineering Standards: materials and tools, machines, engineering design, 

communication, manufacturing, construction and transportation technologies. 

 

Please describe the benefit to students. How will the program impact student learning? 

 

Nearly 80% of future careers will require some STEM skills. A stimulating STEM education is essential 

for developing the basic analytical, problem-solving and critical thinking skills central to academic 

achievement and workforce readiness in the 21st century. Schools can't tackle this issue by themselves. 

Afterschool programs offer both additional time and the opportunity to diversify the ways that students 

experience STEM learning. Afterschool programs complement and supplement school-day learning and 

are well-positioned to engage and motivate participants. By offering innovative hands-on, project-based 

learning, STEM fields come alive for youth. 
 

High-quality STEM afterschool programs produce positive outcomes: 

 Improved attitudes toward STEM fields and careers 

 Increased STEM capacities and skills 

 Higher likelihood of graduation and pursuing a STEM career 

http://www.afterschoolalliance.org/STEM.cfm 

 

Students will work in small groups to write computer programs that control how the Sphero .2 ball rolls 

and appears. From polygons to percentages, CORE lessons explore the principals of math and science 

through programming. SPRK begins with MacroLab - a visual programming app. After completing five 

MacroLab lessons, students will be ready for advanced lessons in OrbBasic - utilizing a powerful app for 

text-based programming. These lessons align with the national Common Core Curriculum for 3rd, 4th and 

5th grade. Each lesson has a step-by-step teacher guide, student guide and worksheet. 
 

After completing CORE lessons, students will be equipped for STEM challenges. These multi-day 

experiments foster creative problem-solving and teamwork. Student’s concept, engineer and build 

contraptions powered by Sphero .2 and the programs they write as a group. After showcasing their 

creations to the class, open-ended discussions are held that explore which factors led some designs to 

outperform others. Created with teachers in mind, most of the additional materials required can be found 

around the classroom. Each challenge has a teacher’s guide to get the students thinking and a list of 

questions to challenge them as they work through the creative process.  
 

The SPRK Program lessons and challenges are fun, interactive activities that promote students to use 

creativity and teamwork to move through simple steps of the process in order to build Sphero .2-based 

creations! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Define Goals, Objectives and Projected Outcomes. 

 

 

How will you measure the success of the SPRK program? 

 

The success of this project will be measured in several ways. First, students will be given a post-test 

questionnaire (Attachment C) to evaluate what they have learned.  For the professional development session 

and the parent/community SPRK informational presentation, participant feedback forms will be used to 

evaluate the success and generate recommendations for the future.  

 

Identify need 

 

With today’s fiscal budget constraints, providing an important after-school program to help our students 

reach their potential will need the support of the community. The town has varying degrees of poverty 

which impact the families’ ability to afford educational products for their children. The Massachusetts 

Community Health Indicator Profile data identifies that the unemployment rate is over the national average 

in our town and that the median family income is $50,046. The town has varying degrees of poverty which 

TIMELINE GOALS OBJECTIVES PROJECTED OUTCOMES 
September 2015 Goal II: Implement a Professional 

Development Day for teachers.  

1.  To introduce the Bates Sphero 

teaching team to “Sphero .2”, the 

world's first app-controlled robotic 

ball. 
2. To educate the team about the 

innovative SPRK Educational 

Program.   

3. To provide an opportunity for 

teachers to have hands-on experience 

with Sphero .2 and the SPRK 

curriculum. 

4. To provide an opportunity for the 

SPRK team to collaborate and 

discuss the specifics of the program.   

The Bates SPRK team will 

learn about Sphero .2 and the 

SPRK educational program and 

see first-hand what Sphero .2 

can do. 

 
 

October 2015 &  

March 2016 

 

Goal I: Expand the BES after-

school enrichment program to 

include the SPRK (student~parent~ 

robot~kids) Program by Sphero .2. 

(gosphero.com) 

 

 

 

1. To implement a 6 week SPRK 

educational program for 3 days/week 

for one hour. 

2. To institute engaging activities 

using the robot ball called “Sphero 

.2”. 

3. To engage students interest in fun 

STEM activities both independently 

and collaboratively in small groups. 

1. Students will learn science, 

technology, engineering and math 

skills through the SPRK 

educational program. 

2. Students will learn about 

computer programing. 

 3. Students attitudes will improve 

 Toward STEM fields and careers 

 4. Students will have increased 

  STEM capacities and skills 

 5. Students will have higher 

 likelihood of graduation and 

 pursuing a STEM career 
 6. Students will improve their  
 basic analytical, problem-solving 
  and critical thinking skills 

October 2015 &  

March 2016 

 

 

 

 

GOAL III: Implement a SPRK 

informational meeting for parents, 

community members and 

stakeholders. 

 

 

1. 1.  To introduce parents, 

community members and 

stakeholders to “Sphero .2”, the 

world's first app-controlled robotic 

ball. 
2. To educate and engage participants 

about the innovative SPRK 

Educational Program.   

3. To provide an opportunity for 

participants to have hands-on 

experience with Sphero .2 and the 

SPRK curriculum. 

Parents, community members, and 

stakeholders will learn about 

Sphero .2 and the SPRK 

educational program and see first-

hand what Sphero .2 can do. 



 

 

 

impact the family’s access to educational services beyond the local school. We are further isolated due to 

the lack of a public transportation system.  The U.S. Census Bureau’s data identifies Bates community 

families who have the head of household being a single female with children under the age of 5 at 33.3%.   

 

The school would like to purchase the materials necessary for the students to participate in this initiative but 

the school‘s budget is very tight. Without funding we will be unable to implement this program. Once 

materials are purchased the school will have the capability to institute this initiative in the classroom during 

the school day. (Example: Implementing the SPRK program in the 6th grade engineering enrichment class 

during the school day.) After-school programs have been thoroughly researched and proven effective with 

all types of students throughout the country. Our school realizes the importance of offering these programs 

in enhancing academic performance, confidence and creativity.  

 

In conclusion, students can learn, play, and explore with Sphero .2. As stated earlier, but worth mentioning 

again, play is a powerful tool and by fusing technology with robotics, it will be inspiring tomorrow's 

inventors and innovators. Programming isn't easy, but you don't need to be a rocket scientist to give 

children a strong foundation. The SPRK program is a powerful teacher. The SPRK lessons give students a 

fun crash course in programming while sharpening their skills in math and computer science and 

engineering. * You can see what teachers are saying about Sphero .2 in the classroom on twitter. 

 

Budget 

 

Please be as specific as possible with your budget information. Use a separate sheet of paper, if necessary. 

Itemize direct costs, specifying the prices of any equipment and materials to be purchased. If you plan to 

purchase technology, please identify the make and model of any hardware requested. Such requests 

should be reviewed and approved by the School Department’s Director of Technology Services, to 

ensure compatibility. 

 

 

Project Title:  Sphero SPRK (school~parent~robot~kids) After-School Enrichment Program. 

 

BUDGET 

 Cost per Unit or 

Hour 

Project Request In-Kind 

Contribution 

Total 

Staffing     

2 Teachers 

(fall/spring sessions) 

3Hrs/Wk X 6 wks 

@ $25/Hr 

 

$0 

 

$1,800 

 

$1,800 

1 TR&U61 Book Keeper .01 FTE $0 $200 $200 

Materials and supplies:      

12 “Sphero .2” robot balls 

12 tablets 

 $1,200 

$1,200 

                        $0 

                        $0 

 

$2,400 

Promotional materials 

News Letter 

 

Supplies 

 

$0 

 

$100 

 

$100 

Professional Development     

Staff Professional 

Development Day (lunch) 

 

6 hours 

 

$0 

 

$200 

 

$200 

Outreach     

SPRK Program 

Informational Night 

 

2 hours  

 

$0 

 

$200 

 

$200 

 

Total Program Costs 

  

$2,400 

 

$2,500 

 

$4,900 
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Appendix A 

SPRK Curriculum 
Engineering Lesson Content 
1.1 Introduction to Engineering 

 
→What is engineering?  
→NASA for Kids: Intro to Engineering 
→What is Engineering-sketch animation 
→Who are engineers?  
(mechanical, civil, software, etc.) 
→ Engineering Design Process 

1.2 Machines 

 
→How do engineers observe and think about machines? 
→ Rube Goldberg Machine 

Robotics Lesson Content 
2.1 Introduction to Robotics →What is a robot? 

→What makes something a robot? 
→Identify several different robots and the tasks they do 
→Engineers design robots to do specific tasks 
→What skills do you need for a career in robotics? 
→NASA and robots 

Computing Lesson Content 
3.1 Computer Science 

 
→Algorithms 
→Codes 
→Computer bugs 
→Games 
→Robots  

3.2 Digital Literacy + Information Technology 

 
→How can computers help you learn? At        home? At school? 
At work?  
→Internet, web safety, and personal information 
→Computer parts  
→How is data stored? 
→How have computers changed over time? 

3.3 Coding  

 
→What is coding? 
→How does it work? 
→Benefits of learning coding  
→Careers for men AND women 
→Common coding languages  

Sphero Lesson Content ~ Labs 
4.1 What is Sphero?  →The program 

→Videos of Sphero in action 
→Toy + learning tool  
→App examples 

4.2 Introduction to learning with Sphero  →Why use Sphero to learn?  
→How will we learn? 
→Connecting Sphero 
→Heading and aiming 

Draw N’ Drive Lesson Content ~ Labs  
5.1 Introduction to DrawNDrive App →Demo (aiming, drawing, shake to clear, color) 

→Length vs. speed 
→Secret message 
→Exploration/play! 

5.2 Alphabet & Numbers →Lowercase letters a-z 
→Can you program your name?  
→Numbers 
→Number sentences (program/draw the answer) 
→Drive Sphero to correct answer on floor 

5.3 Geometry & Measurement →’Draw’ triangle, square, rectangle, pentagon, hexagon 
→Partner describes characteristic of polygon; partner ‘draws’ 
polygon 
→Draw lines and measure in different unit 

MacroLab Lesson Content ~ Labs  
6.1 Introduction to MacroLab App 

 
→Introduction to commands 
→Demonstration/model 
→Exploration/play! 

6.2 Time, Speed and Distance →Relationship: time, speed, distance 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wE-z_TJyziI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bipTWWHya8A


 

 

 

 →Create one-line program that moves Sphero at a steady pace 
for a specified time 
→Measure to determine distance traveled 
→Divide to compare measurements 
→Create two-lined program that moves Sphero to a certain 
position and then moves it back where it started 

6.3 2D Geometry →Sphero’s heading (0-360 degrees) determines the direction it 
will roll 
→Write a program to make Sphero draw a square, triangle and 
pentagon 
→Angles, clues, formulas 

6.4 Mean, Median and Mode 

 
→Solve open ended problems with guess and check 
→Relationship: rate, distance, time 
→Generate data 
→Calculate mead, median and mode from a data  set  

6.5 Percentages  

 
→Create one-lined program that moves Sphero at a steady 
speed for a specified amount of time 
→Measurement 
→Division to calculate speed and percentages 
→Create two-lined program to display a color  
→Primary colors 

6.6 Patterns and Colors 

 
→Create multi-lined program to display colors sequentially 
→Sphero and mixing primary colors 
→Patterns 
→Morse code 

OrbBasic Lesson Content ~ Labs 
7.1 Written Code →Different languages and their uses 

→Video from programmer at Sphero 

7.2 Introduction to OrbBasic App →Introduction to commands 
→Demonstration/model 
→Exploration/play! 

7.3 Go to and Variables →Create a program that rolls Sphero out a distance and back, 
and then stops 
→Modify OrbBasic programs to delay variables 

7.4 Circles and If Then →Create a program to roll Sphero in a circle  using a variable to 
store heading 
→Modify OrbBasic programs with if/then statements to fix 
errors 
→Modify OrbBasic programs with if/then statements to light up 
the circle with different colors 
→Modify OrbBasic programs to increase the size of the circle at 
the end of each cycle 

7.5 Sensors and Random →Create a program that changes the color of Sphero when it 
senses that it is in air 
→Create a program that recognizes when Sphero collides with 
something and then changes color 
→Create a program that sends Sphero in a random direction 
after a collision 

STEM Challenges Lesson Content ~ Labs 
8.1 STEM Overview 

 
→Introduction to STEM Challenges 
→Collaboration, Communication, Creativity, Critical Thinking 
→What makes a good teammate? 

8.2 Chariot Challenge →History of the chariot 
→Engineering Design Process 
→Design and create Sphero chariot  
→Build a macro for Sphero to navigate through a course 

8.3 Bridge Building Challenge →Engineering Design Process 
→Research bridges  
→Communicate plan 
→Design and build bridges from finite resources 
→Program Sphero to drive across bridge 

8.4 Hydro Hypothesis Challenge →Engineering Design Process 
→Build a contraption to transport a load across water 
→Buoyancy, density, surface area 
→Properties of materials 

8.5 Maze Mayhem Challenge →Engineering Design Process 
→Program Sphero to navigate a maze 
→Measurement 
→Gather and analyze data  



 

 

 

                                                             APPENDIX B 

 
The SPRK Curriculum aligns with Frameworks/Standards Chart is attached d/t to format. (6 pages) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX C- SPRK Curriculum Pre/Post Test Questions 

Engineering Pre-Post Test Questions 
1.1 Introduction to Engineering 
1.2 Machines 

Grades 3-5 
1. List the five steps of the Engineering Design Process. 
2. Can you program Sphero to draw a zigzag line using Draw N’ Drive? Yes or No? 
3. True or False: You use code to tell a computer what to do. 
4. List two examples of machines. 
5. What is an engineer? 
a. Engineers are math-whizzes who do one particular thing really well and they are often called 
on to solve challenging math problems. 
b. Engineers build bridges. 
c. Engineers are professional problem solvers that look for practical solutions that will benefit 
people or society by designing, creating, building, improving and inventing. 
d. Engineers have limited social skills and prefer to work with a computer. 

 

Grade 6 
1. List the five steps of the Engineering Design Process in order. 
2. Can you program Sphero to draw a zigzag line using Draw N’ Drive? Yes or No? 
3. True or False: When you write an algorithm the order of the instructions is very important.  
4. List two examples of machines and describe how each one makes our lives easier. 
5. What is an engineer? 
a. Engineers are math-whizzes who do one particular thing really well and they are often called 
on to solve challenging math problems. 
b. Engineers build bridges. 
c. Engineers are professional problem solvers that look for practical solutions that will benefit 
people or society by designing, creating, building, improving and inventing. 
d. Engineers have limited social skills and prefer to work with a computer. 
 

Robotics 
2.1 Introduction to Robotics 

Computing 
3.1 Computer Science 
3.2 Digital Literacy + Information Technology 
3.3 Coding 

Sphero 
4.1 What is Sphero? 
4.2 Introduction to learning with Sphero  
Draw N’ Drive 
5.1 Introduction to Draw N’ Drive App 
5.2 Alphabet & Numbers 
5.3 Geometry & Measurement 

MacroLab Pre-Post Test Questions 
6.1 Introduction to MacroLab App 
6.2 Time, Speed and Distance 
6.3 2D Geometry 
6.4 Mean, Median and Mode 
6.5 Percentages  
6.6 Patterns and Colors 

Grades 3-5 
1. I am able to write one line of code using MacroLab commands. Yes or No? 
2. True or False: Sphero’s heading (0-360) degrees determines the direction it will roll. 
3. Match the following words to their definition: 
                      mean                                 the average of a set of numbers 
                      median                              the number which appears most often  
                      mode                                 the middle number in a sorted list of numbers 
4. I can write a program to make Sphero draw a square. Yes or No? 
5. I know how to use division to compare different measurements. Yes or No? 
6. 75 percent can be expressed in different ways. Express 75 percent as a decimal and a fraction. 

 

Grade 6 
1. I am able to write a multi-lined program to display colors sequentially. Yes or No? 
2. Sphero’s heading ranges from ____ to ____ degrees.  
3. I know how to write a program to make Sphero draw a pentagon. Yes or No? 
4.  Find the mean, median and mode of this set of data: 
                                               24, 26, 17, 33, 24, 31, 18, 28 
5. The speed of an object is how fast or slow it is moving. What formula can you use to calculate 
speed? Speed = ________ / _________ 
6. 75 percent can be expressed in different ways. Express 75 percent as a decimal and a fraction. 
 

OrbBasic Pre-Post Test Questions 
7.1 Written Code 
7.2 Introduction to OrbBasic App 
7.3 Go to and Variables 
7.4 Circles and If Then 
7.5 Sensors and Random 

Grades 3-5 
1. I can create a multi-lined program using the OrbBasic App. Yes or No? 
2. True or False: There is one programming language. 
3. I can use the ________ command to make the code jump back to the beginning. 
4. If you increase the delay time while Sphero is rolling forward, the Sphero will: 
a.  roll farther 
b. stop rolling 
c.  decrease in speed 
5. The RGB command corresponds to Sphero’s color but a simpler command is called _______ 

 

Grade 6 
1. I can create a multi-lined program using the OrbBasic App. Yes or No? 
2. This command will result in the Sphero executing a program indefinitely: _________ 
3. True or False: LEDC performs the same command as RGB 
4. If you increase the delay time, the Sphero will: 
a.  roll farther 
b. stop rolling 
c.  decrease in speed 
5. What does variable ‘h’ mean? 
 



 

 

 

STEM Challenges Pre-Post Test Questions 
8.1 STEM Overview 
8.2 Chariot Challenge 
8.3 Bridge Building Challenge 
8.4 Hydro Hypothesis Challenge 
8.5 Maze Mayhem Challenge 

Grades 3-5 
1. What is one way that engineers PLAN? 
2. True or False: The properties of materials affect a prototype.  
3. Is Sphero able to transport a load across water? 
4. True or False: Engineers often jump back and forth between steps of the Engineering Design 
Process. 
5. What type of engineer designs bridges? 
a. chemical engineer 
b. civil engineer 
c. aerospace engineer 
d. environmental engineer 

 

Grade 6 
1. Drawing a diagram is part of which step in the Engineering Design Process? 
2. True or False: The properties of materials affect a prototype. 
3. Describe the process that an engineer uses to design a bridge.  
4. True or False: Engineers often jump back and forth between steps of the Engineering Design 
Process. 
5. The ability to float in water or air is called _____________. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX D- SPRK Curriculum Pre/Post Test Questions 
Engineering Pre-Post Test Questions 
1.1 Introduction to Engineering 
1.2 Machines 

Grades 3-5 
1. Ask, Imagine, Plan, Create, Improve 
2. Yes or No 
3. True 
4. (answers vary) Ex: can opener, printer, mechanical pencil, engine, washing machine 
5. c. Engineers are professional problem solvers that look for practical solutions that will 
benefit people or society by designing, creating, building, improving and inventing. 

 

Grade 6 
1. Ask, Imagine, Plan, Create, Improve 
2. Yes or No 
3. True  
4. (answers vary) Ex: mechanical pencil-we can continue writing without having to sharpen 
our pencils when they break or become dull; washing machine-we can mechanically wash 
our clothing efficiently rather than washing by hand 
5. c. Engineers are professional problem solvers that look for practical solutions that will 
benefit people or society by designing, creating, building, improving and inventing. 

Robotics 
2.1 Introduction to Robotics 

Computing 
3.1 Computer Science 
3.2 Digital Literacy + Information Technology 
3.3 Coding 
Sphero 
4.1 What is Sphero? 
4.2 Introduction to learning with Sphero  
Draw N’ Drive 
5.1 Introduction to Draw N’ Drive App 
5.2 Alphabet & Numbers 
5.3 Geometry & Measurement 
MacroLab Pre-Post Test Questions 
6.1 Introduction to MacroLab App 
6.2 Time, Speed and Distance 
6.3 2D Geometry 
6.4 Mean, Median and Mode 
6.5 Percentages  
6.6 Patterns and Colors 

Grades 3-5 
1. Yes or No 
2. True 
3. Match the following words to their definition: 
     mean  the average of a set of numbers 
     median  the middle number in a sorted list of numbers 
     mode  the number which appears most often  
4. Yes or No 
5. Yes or No 
6. 0.75 and 75/100 

 

Grade 6 
1. Yes or No 
2. Sphero’s heading ranges from 0 to 360 degrees.  
3. Yes or No 
4.  mean: 25.125, median: 25, mode: 24 
5. The speed of an object is how fast or slow it is moving. What formula can you use to 
calculate speed? Speed = distance / time 
6. 0.75 and 75/100 

OrbBasic Pre-Post Test Questions 
7.1 Written Code 
7.2 Introduction to OrbBasic App 
7.3 Go to and Variables 
7.4 Circles and If Then 
7.5 Sensors and Random 

Grades 3-5 
1. Yes or No 
2. False 
3. goto 
4. a. roll farther 
5. LEDC 

 

Grade 6 
1. Yes or No 
2. goto 
3. True 
4. a. roll farther 
5. heading 

STEM Challenges Pre-Post Test Questions 
8.1 STEM Overview 
8.2 Chariot Challenge 
8.3 Bridge Building Challenge 
8.4 Hydro Hypothesis Challenge 
8.5 Maze Mayhem Challenge 

Grades 3-5 
1. draw a diagram with labels and parts 
2. True  
3. Yes 
4. True 
5. b. civil engineer 

 

Grade 6 
1. Plan 
2. True 
3. First, the engineer must understand the problem and ask questions about what materials 
would be used what parts might be included or how strong it would need to be. Next, the 
engineer must imagine what types of loads or forces he/she would expect the bridge to 
carry and what materials would work best. Then the engineer must plan by brainstorming 
different designs and with a drawing diagrams with labels of what materials and parts would 
be used to create the bridge. The bridge will be built, tested and then improved. 
4. True 
5. buoyancy  



 

 

 

 


